In order to accomplish the tasks of identifying incorrect characters and error correction, we developed two error detection systems with different dictionaries. First system, called CKIP-WS, adopted the CKIP word segmentation system which based on CKIP dictionary as its core detection procedure; another system, called G1-WS, used Google 1T uni-gram data to extract pairs of potential error word and correction candidates as dictionary. Both detection systems use the confusion character set provided by the bakeoff organizer to reduce the suggested correction candidates. A simple maximizing tri-gram frequency model based on Google 1T tri-gram was designed to validate and select the correct answers. The CKIP group of Academia Sinica participated in both Sub-Task1 (Error Detection) and Sub-Task2 (Error Correction) in 2013 SIGHAN bakeoff. The evaluation results show that the performances of our systems are pretty good on both tasks.
Introduction
Spelling check, an automatic mechanism to detect and correct document inputting errors, is a common task for every written languages. How to detect and correct error spellings in a document is an important and difficult task in particular for Chinese language. Since many Chinese characters have similar shape and similar pronunciation, improper use of characters in Chinese essays are hard to be detected (Liu et. al, 2011) . Therefore, most Chinese character detection systems are built based on confusion sets and a language model. Some new systems also incorporate NLP technologies for Chinese character error detection in recent years (Huang et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2010) . Huang et al. (2007) used a new word detection function in the CKIP word segmentation toolkit (Ma and Chen, 2003) to detect error candidates. With the help of a dictionary and confusion set, the system will be able to judge whether a monosyllabic word is probably error or not. The system we designed for this contest adopts CKIP word segmentation module for unknown word detection too, confusion sets for providing possible candidate characters, and a large-scale corpus for constructing language model for validation and correction of words.
In order to accomplish these two spelling check tasks, we designed two error detection systems with the capability of providing suggested correction candidates. Each system uses different dictionary for its knowledge source. The first system uses the CKIP dictionary, called CKIP-WS; another uses the correction pair dictionary extracted from Google 1T uni-gram data, called G1-WS. In CKIP-WS, we detect possible occurrences of errors through unknown word detection process (Chen and Bai, 1998) . So that deeper morphological analysis is carried out only where morphemes of unknown word are detected (Chen and Ma, 2002) . As a result, some false alarms caused by proper names and determinantmeasure compounds can be avoided. For G1-WS, we build an error suggestion dictionary (or template) to match potential error spellings and suggest correction candidates. Finally we use an ngram language model to select the corrected characters as our system output.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the architecture of our system. Section 3 states the bakeoff results evaluated by SIGHAN. In the section 4, we have some relevant discussions and provide analysis on the system performances. Section 5 is the conclusion.
2 System architecture 2.1 System flowchart Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of our Chinese Spelling Check system used in this contest. First, input documents are sent to two different error detection systems. The first one is CKIP-WS, which can detect error characters based on unknown word detection and n-gram verification. The second system is G1-WS, which treats error detection based on suggestion dictionary produced by using data of confusion sets, Sinica Corpus and Google Chinese 1T. Finally, the results of the two systems can be merged to get a final detection result. The details will be described in the following subsections.
Unknown word detection
The first step of our system is word segmentation to find possible error candidates. For example the input sentence "不怕措折地奮鬥" will be marked as "不() 怕() 措(?) 折(?) 地() 奮鬥()" by the unknown word detection process of the CKIP-WS, where (?) denotes the detected monosyllabic unknown word morpheme and () denotes common words. We focus on the morphemes marked with (?) only and provide possible replacement words by checking confusion sets and CKIP dictionary. After the process, the pattern "不 怕 {措,挫} 折 地 奮 鬥" is extracted. For another example, " 也在一夕之門". After the detection process, the system marks the sentence as "也() 在() 一() 夕(?) 之() 門()". We use simple algorithm to produce "也 在 一 夕 之 {門, 間}" by left-or right-extension of the word by checking CKIP dictionary. To increase the recall rate, if there are still some monosyllabic words which are not stop words, those words will be also considered as possible error candidates. We will mark those problematic morphemes with (?) for further n-gram validation.
Building suggestion dictionary
In G1-WS, we first build a suggestion dictionary for potential error words. The data of the dictionary is extracted from Google 1T uni-gram. We use this uni-gram data, and the confusion set to search for similar word pairs and ranks the pair of words by their frequencies. The word of low frequency is considered as error candidate and the high frequency similar word is considered as correction suggestion. Note that the above process is based on the fact that Google 1T uni-gram contains many spelling-error words. Some extracted similar word pairs are shown follow:
Word Suggestion 措折 挫折 讚同 贊同 讚助商 贊助商 … Figure 1 . Flowchart of the system However, the extracted naive suggestion dictionary may have a lot of noises. So we use a simple method to confirm whether to adopt each similar word pair suggestions. First, we use word segmentation in Sinica Corpus by G1-WS. And then we count all words and suggestions. If the frequency ratio of freq(word)/freq(suggestion) > 0.1, we ignore this suggestion. The final G1-WS error detection and candidate suggestion process adopts the modified dictionary. After the first step CKIP-WS error detection, we use the new error detection system G1-WS with this suggestion dictionary to detect and provide additional correction suggestions.
Validation and correction by n-gram model
After two error detection steps an input document is marked with potential errors and suggest candidate characters. We were intended to develop a character n-gram language model to determine the best character sequence as the answers for detection and correction. However due to the limited developing time, we simply developed a maximizing tri-gram frequency approach instead. Based on the marked error spots, we set a window to count the frequency of these strings which contain potential errors. By simply maximizing tri-gram frequency based on Google 1T tri-gram data, we select the suggestion candidates with the highest string frequency as the answer. For example, in "也 在 一 夕 之 {門,間}", in comparing with other string candidates as shown in Figure 2 . We found the string of the highest frequency "在一夕之間" which is 37,709. So we detect the error spot and select '間' as the corrected character at the mean time. 
Evaluation Results

Data
The resources adopted in our system are described below:
 CKIP lexicon 1 : The CKIP lexicon is an electronic dictionary containing 88,000 entries for Mandarin Chinese. We use this word information for checking whether the target lexicon is a word or not.  Google 1T n-gram lexicon 2 : It consists of Chinese word n-grams and their frequency counts generated from over 800 million tokens of text. The length of the n-grams ranges from unigrams (single words) to 5-grams. We use tri-gram data for our n-gram validation process and use uni-gram data for building the suggestion dictionary.  Confusion sets: Confusion sets are a collection of each individual Chinese character (Liu et al., 2011) . There were 5401 confusion sets for each of the 5401 high frequency characters. We use this data to generate possible correction characters.  Sinica Corpus 3 : We employ the ten-millionword Sinica Corpus, a balanced modern Chinese Corpus with word segmentation and PoS tag. We use this corpus to check and filter our correction data.
Evaluation metrics
There are several evaluation indexes provided by SIGHAN, i.e. false-alarm rate (FAR), detection accuracy (DA), detection precision (DP), detection recall (DR), detection F-score (DF), error location accuracy (ELA), error location precision (ELP), error location recall (ELR), error location F-score (ELF), location accuracy (LA), correction accuracy (CA), and correction precision (CP). Table 1 shows the evaluation results of our CKIP-WS system in error detection and error correction tasks. In SIGHAN evaluation report, the CKIP-WS system is 'SinicaCKIP-Run1'. In 
Results of our CKIP-WS system
Results of our final system
In our final system, we merge CKIP-WS and G1-WS output into final correction data. The evaluations of our final system are shown in table 2. For sub-task 1, FAR score rises 0.03, from 0.13 to 0.1619, and DF and ELF improve 0.0214 and 0.025 respectively. For sub-task 2, the CF has improved 0.0578. From these results, we know that the two systems of CKIP-WS and G1-WS have a complementary relationship. With a better suggestion dictionary, the system performance will be better. Table 2 . Results of our final system From the final summary of SIGHAN Bake-off, our final system ranks the top among 33 submitted systems for detection F-score (DF) and rank 3 rd for error location F-score (ELF) in sub-task 1. For sub-task 2, our system ranks second among 30 submitted systems.
Discussions
The evaluation results show that our system arrives the top three in both Sub-Task 1 and SubTask 2. However, our system performance is still low in both recall and precision. Following are discussions on the recall and precision problems for our systems. We have observes some reasons accounted for recall problems: such as "圈差" (correct suggestion "圈 叉"), and "二 連 罷" (correct suggestion "二連霸").
As to the precision problem, we focus on the confusion set and n-gram language model:
 There are a lot of irrelevant characters in the confusion sets. There should be a way to filter out some of the irrelevant characters.  A better n-gram language model needs to be developed.
The above discussions suggest that we should enrich our knowledge bases to increase the recall rate by including more suggestion candidates and on the other hand to design a more robust language model to increase the precision of the correction.
Conclusions
In this paper, we described the overview of our Chinese Spelling Check system for SIGHAN-7 bakeoff. We employ two word segmentation systems, and adopt some knowledge resources. With the help of these resources, we propose a method to select and filter these correction candidates. Finally, we merge these two systems' outputs for SIGHAN evaluation. The evaluation results show that our approaches are promising. In the future, we will be trying to merge the two word segmentation to a uniform system and develop a more robust language model.
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